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Abstract. We have analyzedthe motion of a Hallprobe,which is rotatedabout an axis that is arbitrarily
displacedand oriented with respect to the magnetic axis of a solenoid. We outline how the magnetic
field measured by the rotating Hall probe can be calculated. We show how to compare theoretical
results with actual measurements, to determine the displacementand orientation of the axis of rotation
of the probe ffom the magnetic axis. If the center of rotation of the probe is known by surveying,the
correspondingpoint on the magnetic axis of the solenoidcan be located. This is applied to a solenoid
that wasbuilt for BNLby Oxford Instruments.

INTRODUCTION

After a 5 T, 1 m long superconducting solenoid was delivered by Oxford
Instruments, it was decided to do an independent measurement of the straightness of
the magnetic axis. A common way to perform this measurement is to rotate a Hall
probe at several points along the axis of the solenoid, recording measured field vs
rotation angle at each axial stop. Information about the displacement of the axis of
rotation from the magnetic axis is obtained by analyzing the measured data. In this
paper, we derive from f~st principles the field measured by a rotating Hall probe,
whose axis of rotation is arbitrarily displaced from and arbitrarily oriented to the
magnetic axis of a solenoid. We use the results we obtain to analyze the
measurements made for the Oxford Instmments solenoid. We are aware of the work
by Stockli et. al., in which countemeights were used to straighten out the guide tube
before making measurements 1]. Our analysis makes this unnecessary.

THEORY
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Assume that the magnetic axis is along the z-axis of the x-y-z rectangular
coordinate system (Fig. 1), and that the axis of rotation of the probe is initially parallel
to it, and displaced by some vector, dR – (a) to (b) in l?$j. 1. ,For convenience, we take
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dR to be perpendicular to the z-axis. (dR varies in magnitude and direction, along the
axis of the maa-et if the probe assembly moves in a tube which is not parallel to the z-
axis.) The tilt of the instantaneous axis of rotation of the probe, relative to the
magnetic axis, can be reproduced by two Euler-type rotations. The first rotation is
about the Xl-axis - by the angle Q – (b) to (c). It is represented by the matrix Rx, and
results in the x’-y’-z’coordinate system. The second rotation, about the new Y’-axis, by

the angle (?,,- (c) to (d), is represented by Ry and results in the x“-y’’-z” coordinate
system. [2]:
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FIGURE 1. Generatingan arbitrary displacementand orientation of the probe axis of rotation.

The resultant matrix is:

[

cos(ey ) sin(ey )“sin(61X)

RSRY*RXS 0 “ Cos(ex )

sin(Oy ) -CO@y)Sin(@x) !
– sin($y ). cos(@. )

sin(eX )

Cos(ey )“Cos(ex )

.



The probe rotates in the x“-y” plane, about z“. In this plane, its position is given by the

polar coordinates (a, CX),where aktheradius ofitscircular path, andakmemured
counterclockwise from the x“ axis. In vector notation, the position of the probe is
given by

[

a. cos(a~

Y“= a.sin(a)

o

The plane of the Hall probe is normal to 7-.
The ‘matrices R,, R, (and R) are orthogonal, hence R-l is equal to its transpose, RT. In
the x-y-z frame of”reference, i.e. the original frame, the radius vector of the probe is
given by

[

Cos(ey) -Cos(cl)

~=RT*~”~a. sin(61X) -sin(OY). cos(a) + cos(tlx ). sin(a)

–COS(OX). sin(Oy ). cos(a) + sin(e, ). sin(a)

(2)

and it has the unit vector:

1 1
ru=y. ? =—.7

r a

The displacement vector of the center of rotation, 0’, of the probe from the magnetic
axis, O is given by.

[1
dR . COS(8, )

di~ dRAn(t3,)

o

The position vector of the probe from the point O on the magnetic axis is given by

.
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The x- and y-components are:

Rm = a. Cos((ly ). cos(a)+ dR. COS(O,)

R my = a. (sin (@x). Sin(ey )- cos(a)+ COS(6X). sin (a))+ dR. sin (6, )

Let

[

Rm

~1 = Rmy

o [1
R 1.x

= RL_ ,

R-L_:

be the pequendiculizr displacement vector of the probe horn the magnetic axis. The

radial magnetic field at the probe, B,, will be along ~L, whose unit vector is given by

R1_u = Jq
i,

B, = B, &L_u

Hence:

The total magnetic field, B, is:

B: and k are, respectively, the longitudinal field component and the unit vector in the
z-direction. POISSON calculations based on the design model of the magnet were
used to obtain field maps. These maps allowed us to fmd polynomial expressions in

FL and z for both B, and B:, at the probe position, which is given by z and FL. (The

angular dependence on the angle a (see Fig. 1) shows up in the variation of FL. z is

measured from the mid-point of the magnet.)
The field normal to the Hall probe, the measurement, is given by the scalar product of
B and the unit vector normal to the probe, i.e.

BN is to be fitted to the measured fields using 6X,Q.,@nand dR as fitting parameters.
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We show curves of BN vs rotation angle, a, for several combinations of the fitting
parameters; at the mid-plane in Fig. 2, and at z = -50 cm, in Fig. 3. TIW legend entries

give (3X,6,, and t%in milliradians, and dR, in centimeters, in this order.
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FIGURE 2. Theoretical curves at the mid-plane of the solenoid. Curves (4), (5) coincidewith (6) for
the vertical scale used. The quartet of numbers are 9-6$0,, in milliradians, and C@ in centimeters.
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FIGURE 3. Theoretical curves at z = -50 cm, near where the radial component is a maximum
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MEASUREMENTS

The layout of the measurement setup is shown in Fig. 4. The drive shaft was
connected to the probe assembly by a universal joint at one end, and to a PC controlled
motor drive assembly at the other. This provided longitudinal and rotational motion of
the probe. The probe output WaS amptiled, sampled, and saved by another PC running
LABVIEW. The probe carriage assembly moved in a stainless steel tube, which was

supported by four adjusting screws at*71 cm from the mid-plane of the solenoid.

@
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FIGURE 4. A layout of the measurement setup. The lower drawing is a section through one of the tub

supports at *71 cm from the mid-plane of the solenoid.

Experimental Procedure.

With the probe positioned at the adjusting screws, the tube position was
adjusted to bring the center of rotation of the probe into COincidence with the magnetic
axis. Ideally, when this is the case, the probe output is constant. In practice, it may not
be, because the axis of rotation could be tilted. The adjustment we made was to
~e the sinusoids at these locations as the probe was rotated. After this
adjustment, then starting at +65 cm from the mid-plane, the probe was moved in steps

of –5 cm. At each step, the probe was rotated through 360°, and the center of the flont
of the probe carriage surveyed. (The longitudinal position of the probe was calculated
from the geometry of the probe assembly.) The survey results, which essentially give
the profile of the stainless steel tube, are shown in Fig. 5. The results of regression
analysis of the data for both planes are displayed. Using the equations in Fig. 5, and
the geometry of the probe carriage, the transverse position of the center of rotation of

the probe was determined at each step.
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As the probe made a complete rotation at each longitudinal position, its
output was sampled at equally spaced intepals, digitized, and stored. At the end of the
rotation, the data were saved in ASCII format for later use in a spreadsheet. where the.
conversion to magnetic field and a prehrhry fit to the data were made.

j Corrected Crosshair Survey vs z. 614198.
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FIGURE 5. Path of the center of rotation of the Hall probeas it moved through the solenoid. It clearly
showsthe vertical sag in the stainless steel guide tube. lle solid lines are lin~ and quadratic f-its.

The parameters from the preliminary fit were then used to begin the search
with a FORTRAN program. It was found necessary to introduce a fifth fitting
parameter, B.ff, in order to obtain good fits. A possible contribution to B.ff is
discussed in [3], and has to do with using a Hall probe in a strong inhomogeneous
field, in an orientation in which there is a field component parallel to the plane of the
probe, but not along one of its major axes. Two data sets, and the theoretical fits to
them, are shown in Figs. 6a and 6b. Although, they were taken at equidistant positions
from the mid-plane of the solenoid, there is a marked difference in the quality of the
data. We believe this was due to strains developed in the signal leads of the Hall
probe as it was rotated, which we could not eliminate in the time available to make
the measurements.

From the analyses of the rotation data - Fig. 6, and the survey data - Fig. 2,
points on the magnetic axis were found. These are plotted in Fig, 7. The data between
+/- 35 cm were not used because of their poor quaIity, due to the problem with signal
leads discussed earlier and to the smaller radial fields near the mid-plane of the
solenoid. [The solenoid was designed to produce a very uniform field over half of its
length of 1 m.] It is not clear why the points show more variations on one side of the
solenoid than on the other.

.
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FIGURE 6a. –50 cm from mid-plane of the solenoid. Fitted values for d~ 6x, 6y, & i3r, and Bofiare,
respectively 0.2 mm, -0.84, 0.55, 2600 mra~ and 45.1 G.
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FIGURE 6b. 50 cm from mid-plane of the solenoid. Fitted valuesfor d~ 6x, ey, & Or,and B~fiare,
respectively 0.04 mm, -0.2, 0.1, -1930 mra~ and 72.1 G.
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FIGURE 7. Points on magnetic axis determinedfrom fits to probe rotation data and surveying.The
straight lines are linear fits to the data. The positions are readings from the scale of the transit.
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FIGURE 8. Scatter of measuredmagneticaxis points aboutthe fitted axis. All but two points lie within
a circle of radius 0.2 mm.



The deviations of the points from the fitted lines in Figure 7 are plotted in
Figure, 8. A circle of 0.2rmn radius, representing the design specification for the

straightness of the magnetic axis, is. also drawn in the figure. The two obviously “bad”
points were obtained for the probe at 40 and 45 cm. In genera~ the measurements on
the negative side of the mid-plane show less scatter than those on the positive side, for
reasons that might have had to do with strain of the signal leads.

Observations and Conclusions

We have successfully analyzed one type of motion of a flat Hall probe in a
magnetic field, and showed how to use it to determine the straightness of the magnetic
axis of a solenoid. The measured curves were not always smooth. Their jaggedness
was partly due to strains in the signaI leads of the Hall probe as the latter was rotated.
Tne did not allow us to fix this problem.
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